I. INTRODUCTION
Theories of gravitation are dynamically equivalent if one can map one theory to another by applying a conformal transformation to the metric. Conformal symmetry is a fundamental symmetry of spacetime and generalises the concept of scale invariance. Within the curvature formulation of gravity, this has been used to show that a well studied modification of gravity, f (R) gravity, is dynamically equivalent to Einstein gravity with an additional matter field, taking the form of a canonical scalar field. This conformal transformation can be chosen so that the scalar field is minimally coupled to the gravitational sector, so that there is no A(φ)R terms within the action, where A(φ) is a generic function of the scalar field φ. This equivalence is often exploited to great power, as one can choose which frame to perform calculations in and derive physical quantities based on which frame it is simpler to do so. It is also known that there is a conformal relationship between phantom scalar field theories, where the kinetic energy of the scalar field has the incorrect sign, and complex f (R) gravity [1] .
Teleparallel gravity is an alternative formulation of gravity that is based on the torsion tensor. In general relativity the connection, the Levi-Civita connection, possesses curvature but is absent of torsion. However, it can be shown that if one chooses an alternative connection, known as the Weitzenböck connection, which possesses zero curvature, but non-trivial torsion, one can build a theory which is dynamically equivalent to general relativity. This theory is known as the teleparallel equivalent of general relativity (TEGR), and was first formulated by Einstein in the 1920s. Despite TEGR's equivalence to general relativity, it has a very different physical interpretation. In general relativity, the gravitational interaction is described by curvature, which is used to geometrize spacetime. However in teleparallel gravity, the gravitational interaction is described by torsion, but this interaction in not geometrized, rather it behaves as a force.
In recent years there has been an increasing amount of work studying modifications within the teleparallel framework of gravity. This has been motivated by their ability to provide a possible explanation for the late time accelerated expansion of the universe. f (T ) gravity, where T is the torsion scalar, is a well studied modification of gravity within this class [2, 3] , with such models providing different dynamics to f (R) gravity. One advantage of f (T ) gravity as opposed to f (R) gravity is that the field equations remains second order, yet the price you pay for this is lack of local Lorentz invariance in the theory [4] (although see the following recent works for a new approach to this problem by choosing a non-vanishing spin connection [5, 6] ). Another teleparallel modification which has been considered in the last few years has been to consider a scalar field nonminimally coupled to torsion, this is sometimes known as teleparallel dark energy, first introduced in [7] . This model has been shown to exhibit interesting late time cosmological phenomenology, with accelerating attractor solutions and the possibility of a dynamical crossing of the phantom barrier.
Recently the consideration of a boundary term B, which is related to the divergence of the torsion vector
has led to a study of a broader class of modifications [8, 9] . This is inspired by the relationship between the torsion scalar T of teleparallel gravity and the Ricci scalar of general relativity, with the boundary term being the difference between them. f (T, B) gravity was studied in [8] , where the relationship between f (R) gravity and f (T ) gravity was examined. A further consideration of this term looked at the effect of a nonminimal coupling of a scalar field to this boundary term [9] in the context of late time accelerating solutions, and some interesting cosmological phenomenology was derived. The purpose of this paper is to consider the conformal equivalence between some of these different modifications in the teleparallel framework. f (T ) gravity, unlike f (R) gravity is known not to be equivalent to Einstein gravity with a minimally coupled scalar field [13] . Instead an additional torsion scalar field coupling is found to be present. In this work we take another look at this, and show that this additional coupling can take the interpretation of a nonminimal coupling between the scalar field and the boundary term B, similar to the model studied in [9] . However, as observed in [4] , the kinetic energy of this nonminimally coupled scalar field has the incorrect sign, which can lead to instabilities at the level of perturbations.
Furthermore, we look at the conformal behaviour of coupled A(φ)T theories and show that they can be mapped to a particular class of f (T, B) theories of gravity. We then start with an f (T, B) gravity, and examine conditions on the functional form of f required to map to particular types of minimial and nonminimally coupled scalar field theories. We also look at a particular subset of these models, which we call f (B) gravity, where f (T, B) = −T + f (B), and are able to show that these are conformally equivalent to a teleparallel dark energy theory, where only a nonminimal coupling between a scalar field and the torsion scalar T is present. This paper is organised as follows. In Section II we introduce the teleparallel formulation of gravity and outline the conventions and notation used throughout. In Section III we review conformal transformations, looking at how f (R) gravity can be transformed to an Einstein frame, and look at how torsion based tensors transform under conformal transformations. In Section IV we look at how f (T ) gravity can be transformed to a scalar frame, while in Section V we look at how teleparallel dark energy can be mapped to an f (T, B) theory. In Section VI we explore whether f (T, B) gravity can be transformed to a scalar frame, and in Section VII we consider f (B) gravity. Finally in Section VIII we summarise our results, with the main relationships found displayed in Figure 1 .
II. TELEPARALLEL GRAVITY
In this section we introduce teleparallel gravity. The fundamental objects in teleparallel gravity are the tetrads, which is a basis of orthonormal vectors on the tangent space, and we denote them by e a (x µ ). Here the Latin indices are coordinates on the tangent space, whereas Greek indices correspond to spacetime coordinates and both takes values a, µ = 0, 1, 2, 3. The orthonormality condition means that
where η ab is the Minkowski metric with signature (+, −, −, −), so that
The tetrad in component form in terms of the coordinate basis of the manifold is denoted as
The inverse tetrad or cotetrad e a µ is defined such that both 
The physical metric g µν on the manifold can be expressed in terms of the tetrad and the Minkowski metric as so
and likewise the inverse metric can also be expressed in terms of the cotetrads
The quantity e is defined to be the determinant of the tetrad e a µ , which can easily be seen to be equivalent to the volume element of the metric, so that e = √ −g.
Equipped on our manifold we have a connection which we denote by Γ λ νµ . We define the torsion tensor to be the antisymmetric part of the connection
with the torsion vector T µ being defined as the following contraction of the torsion tensor
Then the contorsion tensor K is defined as the difference between the connection and the standard Levi-Civita connection, which we denote byΓ λ µν , so that
The contorsion tensor can also be found to be equivalent to the following combinations of the torsion tensor
We also introduce the tensor S, sometimes known as the superpotential which is the following combination of torsion and contorsion
Associated with the superpotential is the following invariant, sometimes known as the torsion scalar T
which forms the basis for the Lagrangian of teleparallel gravity.
In the Teleparallel Equivalent of General Relativity one works with the Weitzenböck connection. This particular choice of connection is equivalent to choosing a vanishing spin connection, and is given explicitly in terms of the tetrad fields as
Calculating the Riemann curvature tensor associated with this Weitzenböck connection, it is found that it vanishes identically,
and so the spacetime is globally flat. However in general the connection has a non-vanishing torsion. The action of the teleparallel equivalent of general relativity (TEGR) is given by the following integral of the torsion scalar
Varying this action with respect to the tetrad generates the field equations, which are found to be equivalent to Einstein's field equations. At the level of the action, the dynamical equivalence of this action to general relativity can be easily seen by deriving the following relationship between the Ricci scalar R of the Levi-Civita connection and the torsion scalar
where B is the following boundary term
Any linear dependence on B in the action will not effect the dynamics of the system. This relationship shows that the action (17) is dynamically equivalent to the standard Einstein Hilbert action, since they only differ by a total derivative.
There are various interesting ways that teleparallel gravity can be modified. Of interest to this paper are f (T ) gravity [2] , which has the following action
and f (T, B) gravity [8] , which has the following action (note the difference in the signs between the two actions, which is just a matter of convention)
f (T, B) gravity is a general framework which encompasses both f (T ) gravity and f (R) gravity in suitable limits. In particular when the function form of f (T, B) = f (−T + B) we recover f (R) gravity due to the relationship (18) . Also of interest to this paper are the equivalent of the scalar-tensor theories in the teleparallel framework. If one considers a canonical scalar field minimally coupled to the gravitational sector, one recovers standard general relativity with a scalar field. However, if one considers a nonminimal coupling, a different theory is obtained to the corresponding curvature based formulation. For example, the action
where a scalar field is coupled nonminimally to the torsion scalar. This action has recently been of great interest due to its potential late time cosmological applications [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] .
One could consider other forms of coupling between a scalar field and torsion tensors. Recently, the consideration of coupling a scalar field to the boundary term has been considered in the context of late time cosmology [9, 10] , like so
where there is a nominimal coupling to the boundary term C(φ)B. However, we should note that such a coupling is equivalent, via an integration by parts, to a coupling term of the form
where
. Such a term has also been considered several times, going back to [11] , who considered a Brans-Dicke type coupling in the context of Møller's tetradic theory [12] . More recently such a coupling has also been considered in [14, 15] .
III. CONFORMAL TRANSFORMATIONS
In this section we introduce the concept of a conformal transformation, and review the relationship between the Einstein and the Jordan frames of f (R) gravity. A conformal transformation g →ĝ is simply a rescaling of the metric where we multiply the metric by a scalar field Ω which is dependent on the spacetime coordinates x µ , called the conformal factor, as soĝ
Ω is required to be real so that the conformal transformation is positive definite. Such a transformation preserves the causal structure of the spacetime, and so theories related to each other via a conformal transformation are dynamically equivalent.
In the case of modified curvature theories, based on the Ricci scalar, it is well known that f (R) gravity is equivalent to a scalar tensor theory. Let us review how this works. We start with a generic f (R) theory of gravity, which has the following action
We now introduce two new auxiliary field φ and χ, so that we can write the equivalent action
Varying this action with respect to χ sets the field φ = R and we recover (26). Now we can eliminate χ from this action by varying with respect to φ and to find that χ = f ′ (φ). We therefore arrive at the following equivalent action
which is an action of a scalar tensor theory. Now we will apply a conformal transformation to the metric to transform to a minimally coupled scalar frame. In this case we will choose the particular conformal factor
Such a transformation modifies the Ricci scalar R →R. The transformation law for the connection, Ricci scalar and other objects can be found for example in [16] . After performing such a transformation, and defining a new scalar field σ as the following function of φ
the action (28) takes the form
with the potential V (σ) given by
which can be rewritten in terms of σ by inverting the relation (30). This frame is referred to as the Einstein frame, where the theory takes the form of a scalar tensor theory in which the gravitational sector and the scalar field are minimally coupled and the action of the scalar field is of the canonical form. Now let us look at conformal transformations in the teleparallel framework. Under the conformal transformation (25) , it is easy to see that the tetrad and the inverse tetrad must transform as [13, 14, 25] 
The volume element e transforms as expected under a rescaling of the metriĉ
Now we need to examine how the various other torsion tensors and scalars transform. In a general metric affine framework, the connection and metric are independent quantities, and so the connection can in principle vary arbitrarily under a conformal transformation, hence the torsion tensor transformation law is undetermined. In a RiemannCartan spacetime an additional geometry is imposed which determines the transformation law of the connection and torsion tensor under a conformal rescaling [25] . Teleparallel gravity is a special case of the Riemann-Cartan space, thus under such a conformal transformation, it is easily calculated that the torsion tensor transforms as [13, 25] 
which can be derived by writing out the torsion tensor in terms of the tetrad. Using the relation (12) , this implies that the contortion tensor transforms aŝ
Together these imply that the superpotential transforms aŝ
Contracting these transformations, this allows one to calculate how the torsion scalar transformŝ
from which the inverse transformation can be derived
where we note that partial derivatives remain unchanged under conformal transformations, so that ∂ µ =∂ µ . Finally for the purposes of this work, we need to investigate how the boundary term B changes under a conformal transformation. We find
where, by contracting (35) we have used that the vector T µ transforms as
Expanding out the partial derivative, this means that B transforms as follows
As a consistency check, we also note that the combination −T + B transforms as
which using the relation (18), gives the correct transformation law for the Ricci scalar
As an aside, we note that in [14] it was observed that the tensor defined as
is conformally invariant, that is under a conformal transformation
This can henceforth be thought of as the teleparallel equivalent of the Weyl tensor of general relativity. This tensor can also be used to construct a teleparallel version of conformal gravity.
IV. f (T ) GRAVITY
We will now review what happens when one attempts to conformally transform f (T ) gravity to a scalar frame. To do this we follow the approach used in [4, 13] . Let us start with the following f (T ) action
Following the same procedure as the case of f (R) gravity, we can introduce two auxiliary fields χ and φ such that the f (T ) action takes the following form
Varying this action with respect to χ yields φ = T showing that the action is indeed equivalent to the f (T ) action, unless f ′′ (T ) ≡ 0, in which case we are already working in Einstein gravity. Instead varying with respect to φ then yields χ = f ′ (φ). Now introducing the notation F (φ) = f ′ (φ) , we can recast the theory into the following scalar-tensor type theory
In this particular case the kinetic term coefficient ω(φ) is identically zero, ω(φ) = 0, and the scalar field potential V is given by
Now let us apply a general conformal transformation as outlined above (25) . Then the action (49) transforms to the following
In order for the coupling between the gravitational sector and the scalar field to be minimal, we need to chose the conformal factor to be
This means the action becomes
Now in order to get the kinetic term to be of the correct form, we define a new scalar field implicitly by
which can be solved for ψ to give
This results in the action takes the following form
where the new potential U is given by U (ψ) = V (φ)/F 2 (φ). We note that we have corrected a few algebraic errors which were presented in the original work of [13] . Now let us examine the second term in the action (51). Using that
we can integrate this term by parts to find that the action takes the following form
Now the factor in front ofB in the action can be expressed in terms of ψ, and so finally the action becomes
this action represents a scalar field with a linear nonminimal coupling to a boundary term. However, as has been noted in [4] the kinetic energy term has the incorrect sign, thus the action is that of a phantom field, which generically leads to instabilities at the level of perturbations. This particular form of coupling is identical to the one first introduced in [11] . A very similar model was recently studied in [9] , where a quadratic coupling between B and the scalar field, ψ 2 B, was present. Such a model exhibits interesting cosmological phenomenology, however, there the kinetic term was of the canonical form, so had a different sign to the above conformally transformed f (T ) action (59), and thus was not subject to the instabilities that are present in f (T ) gravity.
V. CONFORMAL EQUIVALENCE OF TELEPARALLEL DARK ENERGY AND f (T, B) GRAVITY
In this section we will work the other way around, that is we will start with a teleparallel scalar tensor model, and transform it into a modified gravity theory.
Let us begin with the following action, where a nonminimal coupling between a scalar field and the torsion scalar is present, sometimes referred to as teleparallel dark energy
This action was first introduced in [7] for the particular choice A(φ) = 1 + ξφ 2 , and a dynamical systems analysis of the model was performed in [17, 18] . This was later generalised to include a more general coupling between φ and T in [19] [20] [21] . Immediately from the results of the previous section, we know that such a theory cannot be conformally transformed to an f (T ) gravity theory as there is no coupling between φ and B present. However we will show in this section that it can be conformally transformed to the broader class of theories known as f (T, B) gravity.
Let us apply a conformal transformation to this theory in an attempt to remove the kinetic term from this action. A general conformal transformation changes the action to the following
Now requiring that the kinetic term of the scalar field vanishes gives the following condition
Solving this will enable us to choose the conformal factor in terms of φ
We can also formally invert this relation meaning we can write φ as a function of Ω, φ = φ(Ω). So now the action becomes
where again the new potential U (Ω) is given simply by
It appears at this stage that the presence of A(Ω) in the second term of (64) ruins the possibility of this being equivalent to an f (T, B) gravity. However if we introduce the function
we can write the second term of (64) as
Now we can integrate this term by parts so that the action takes the form
Now the scalar field Ω has no kinetic term and is just an auxiliary field. Varying the action with respect to Ω and finding its equation of motion gives
Now this can be formally solved to find Ω in terms ofT andB, Ω = Ω(T ,B) and so the action can be written as an f (T, B) theory, with the function f given by
Thus we have established that a teleparallel dark energy theory with an arbitrary coupling between T and the scalar field can be written as a particular instance of f (T, B) gravity. In the next section we will derive conditions on the functional form of f for such a teleparallel dark energy model. We note there is one particular class of models for which the functional form of the f (T, B) gravity will take the form
so that we have an Einstein gravity plus some additional f (B) contribution. This is when the coefficient ofT vanishes in (69), so that one can invert U ′ (Ω) to find Ω as a function ofB only. This is when the coupling function A takes the form
where α is some positive constant. Finding this originally in terms of φ, we derive that the coupling function is given by
where β is some arbitrary constant.
To conclude this section let us give an explicit toy example of a nonminimally coupled teleparallel dark energy theory and transform it to an f (T, B) gravity. Let us suppose the coupling function A(φ) is given by the simple form
This means that we can write Ω in terms of φ, using (63), simply as
Now let us choose a simple quadratic potential so that it can easily be inverted
where m is a constant. Then solving (69) for Ω gives
Inserting this back into (70) will give us the following functional form of f (T, B)
VI. f (T, B) GRAVITY TO SCALAR TENSOR THEORY
In this section we will explore the consequences when one conformally transforms f (T, B) gravity to a scalar frame. We start with the gravitational sector of the f (T, B) action
and we introduce the four auxiliary fields χ 1 , χ 2 , φ 1 and φ 2 , writing the above action in the equivalent form
Varying 1) respectively. This leaves the following action
assuming that neither of the second derivatives f (2,0) or f (0,2) vanishes (the case of f (0,2) = 0 is equivalent to f (T ) gravity and was examined in Section IV and we will cover the remaining case in the next section). We can rewrite this slightly differently as the following scalar tensor type action with two scalar fields
where we introduce the notation
This is a particular instance of a teleparallel scalar-tensor theory with two scalar fields. Conformal transformations with multiple scalar fields have been discussed in [23, 24] . Now let us apply a conformal transformation to the action (82). We find
We can integrate the term with ∂ µê by parts to obtain
where we have disregarded a boundary term and we also introduce the new potential U (φ 1 , φ 2 ) = Ω −4 V (φ 1 , φ 2 ). We want to explore under what conditions one can choose a suitable conformal factor to eliminate the coupling between either T or the boundary term B. It is straightforward to observe that it is always possible to eliminate the coupling between the scalar field and the torsion scalar T , one simply chooses the conformal factor to be Ω 2 = F (φ 1 , φ 2 ). However, to eliminate couplings between the scalar fields and B, or equivalently the vector T µ , requires a longer calculation. Integrating the boundary term by parts, we get left with the following coefficient of the vector T µ in the above action (85)
And thus a sufficient condition for the coupling between T µ to vanish is that
Now can we choose a sufficient Ω = Ω(φ 1 , φ 2 ) such that this will vanish? Expanding (87) in terms of φ 1 and φ 2 partial derivatives gives the following two first order partial differential equations
which we can rewrite as
Now for such a solution Ω to exist for these partial differential equations, we simply require that the second mixed derivatives agree, that is if we differentiate the first of these equations with respect to φ 2 it must equal the second equation differentiated with respect to φ 1 . After doing this calculation, we find the following condition on our original function f , which must be satisfied in order for such an Ω to exist
One such solution to this equation is f (R) gravity, when f (1,0) = −f (0,1) , but the equation has other solutions too, including separable solutions.
Finally we mention, for the couplings between both T and T µ to simultaneously vanish, we require Ω = F 1/2 and the system (90)-(91) to hold. But then solving for these two conditions requires that F = −G, which is simply the case of the teleparallel equivalent of f (R) gravity, when the functional form of f (T, B) is f (T, B) = f (−T + B) = f (R). And so the unique class of f (T, B) gravity which has an Einstein frame is f (R) gravity, as to be expected.
VII. f (B) GRAVITY
For completeness, in this section we will examine the final case of f (T, B) gravity we have yet to examine. This is the case when we have the following action
and without loss of generality we will set α = −1 so that the action takes the form of Einstein gravity plus a boundary term modification. This action was not covered by the analysis in the previous section since for this particular action f T T = 0. Performing the standard transformation using auxiliary variables, the action can be recast into the following form
. Let us attempt to remove the coupling between φ and B in this action. Now applying a conformal transformation and performing some integration by parts recasts this into the following form
where the new potential U (φ) = Ω −4 V (φ). We now explore whether or not we can choose a suitable Ω = Ω(φ) to remove the couplings between φ and bothB andT µ . Rewriting the partial derivatives in terms of φ and integrating by parts the term withT µ gives
where H(φ) is given by the following integral
In order for the boundary term to have no effect on the action, we require that the coefficient ofB is simply a constant β, so that
This will allow us to find Ω in terms of φ. Differentiating this with respect to φ gives
And so solving this for Ω gives
Inserting this solution for Ω into our action (96) gives us
Finally, introducing the new scalar field ϕ = 2 √ 3(e −F (φ)/2 − β) recasts the action into the following form
where the coupling function A(ϕ) is given by
in agreement with the result (73) found in Section IV. Thus we have found that f (B) gravity, where we have an additional f (B) term added to the Einstein Hilbert action, is conformally equivalent to a particular instance of teleparallel dark energy. Moreover, as opposed to f (T ) gravity, the kinetic term has the correct sign and so will not suffer from potential instabilities to perturbations.
VIII. DISCUSSION
In this work we have explored the conformal relationships between various modified teleparallel gravity theories. Conformally transforming these theories indicates the need to take into account first derivatives of the torsion, in particular the scalar B given by the divergence of a contraction of the torsion tensor is needed to be taken into account. We first reviewed f (T ) gravity, showing that it is conformally equivalent to a phantom teleparallel scalar tensor theory with a linear nonminimal coupling between the scalar field and the boundary term only, similar to a model recently proposed in [9] .
Furthermore we looked at a teleparallel dark energy theory, where a generic nonminimal coupling between the scalar field and the torsion scalar T was present. We showed that in general this is conformally equivalent to a particular f (T, B) gravity, moreover if this f (T, B) gravity is nonlinear in both T and B then it must satisfy the condition
We gave an explicit toy example of such a coupling and transformed it into a simple f (T, B) theory, which did indeed satisfy condition (104). The other possibility is that the coupling between φ and T takes the particular form
f (T, B)
Functional form:
Coupling after g → Ω 2 g : in which case the model is conformally equivalent to a particular f (T, B) theory of the form f (T, B) = −αT + f (B),
with only a linear dependence on the torsion scalar, and the particular f (B) is dependent on the structure of the of the potential of the scalar field. Moreover, we also looked at the case of f (B) gravity, where the functional form of f (T, B) gravity is given by f (T, B) = −T + f (B). It was shown that this can always be conformally transformed to a frame where there is a particular type of nonminimal coupling between the scalar field and T . Thus we have an interesting duality relation, f (T ) can always be transformed to a A(φ)B phantom scalar field theory, whereas f (B) can always be transformed to a canonical A(φ)T theory.
We have derived various relationships between modified teleparallel theories of gravity and teleparallel scalar-tensor theories. The unique form of these different theories which has an Einstein frame is given by f (T, B) gravity which takes the form f (−T + B), which is equivalent to f (R) [8] . In all other cases a form of nonminimal coupling between the scalar field and the gravitational sector remains present. The various conformal relationships between the different theories considered have been summarised in Figure 1 .
